Compressed sensing (CS) algorithms are used for linear array synthetic aperture radar (LASAR) three-dimensional (3D) imaging. However, it is difficult to obtain imaging results with both high computational efficiency and promising imaging quality. Because of the high-dimensional matrixoperations, the computational complexity of several CS algorithms is huge such as the iterative adaptive approach (IAA), bayesian compressed sensing (BCS), and sparsity bayesian recovery via iterative minimum (SBRIM) algorithm. Besides, the greedy pursuit algorithms such as the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm cannot acquire ideal imaging results on account of the preset sparsity of the imaging scene. To solve the problem, we present a fast sparse recovery algorithm via resolution approximation (FSRARA) in this paper. Firstly, the whole imaging scene is divided into 3D scattering units with large spacing, and SBRIM algorithm is used to obtain its low-resolution imaging results quickly. Secondly, the low-resolution imaging results are conducted image segmentation by the fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm to extract the possible targets' areas coarsely. Then we re-divide the imaging scene by higher imaging resolution and extract the possible targets' areas according to the coarsely possible targets' areas. FSRARA achieves improved computational efficiency with low-dimensional matrix-operations on the possible targets' areas instead of the high-dimensional one on the whole imaging scene. Meanwhile, FSRARA performs better in suppressing the false targets and sidelobe interference and improves the imaging quality than the SBRIM algorithm. Simulation and experimental results prove that FSRARA improves the computational efficiency by hundreds of times at most than SBRIM algorithm and its computational efficiency is higher than smoothed L 0 norm (SL0), IAA, and BCS algorithm. Besides, FSRARA improves the imaging quality compared with OMP, IAA, SL0, BCS, and SBRIM algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a radar imaging technique with all-day, all-weather working capabilities, and has been successfully applied in both military and civil fields because of its high-resolution imaging ability. However, traditional SAR images only obtain the two dimensional (2D) targets' information on the Range-Doppler domain, and cannot reflect targets' information in the height dimension. How to obtain targets' three-dimensional (3D) imaging results has been the fascinating issue of SAR imaging technology, which The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhao Zhang . leads to the emergence of several SAR 3D imaging technologies such as curvilinear SAR (CurSAR) [1] , tomography SAR (TomoSAR) [2] , and linear array SAR (LASAR) [3] recently. CurSAR synthesizes a curve array through the moving of one single antenna and combines the range compression technology to obtain the three-dimensional (3D) imaging resolution of the imaging scene. TomoSAR achieves the third-dimensional resolution by synthesizing a virtual aperture in the tomography direction with multiple parallel voyages. However, it is difficult to achieve the ideal curve trajectory and obtain high imaging resolution in CurSAR, and TomoSAR is limited by the multi-voyage parallel trajectory requirement. Meanwhile, both CurSAR and TomoSAR can only obtain high-quality 3D imaging results under one working mode. Those shortcomings constrain the application of CurSAR and TomoSAR in 3D imaging seriously. LASAR [3] achieves 3D imaging resolution by the moving of linear array antenna and range compression technology. Different from CurSAR and TomoSAR, LASAR can achieve 3D high-quality imaging under different working modes such as downward-looking mode and forward-looking mode. However, LASAR faces many challenges to realize 3D imaging such as the huge antenna elements and the high-dimensional echo signal.
Sparse recovery algorithms via compressed sensing (CS) [4] - [7] theory have been widely researched because of their super-resolution imaging ability compared with the matched filter (MF) algorithm [8] , and they can achieve high-quality imaging with the sampling rate of echo signal lower than the Nyquist sampling rate. Meanwhile, scholars have proposed several sparse recovery algorithms recently, such as orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [9] , [10] , Bayesian compressed sensing (BCS) algorithm [11] , [12] , iterative shrinkage/thresholding (IST) method [13] , and the dictionary learning (DL) algorithm [14] . Zhang et al. [15] have proposed a Robust Flexible Discriminative Dictionary Learning method to improve the traditional DL algorithms' performance, and they also proposed a Locality-Constrained Projective Dictionary Learning (LC-PDL) [16] to reduce the computational cost of DL algorithms. And sparse reconstruction algorithms have been used in several areas such as the radar imaging, image feature extraction [17] , and feature selection [18] , [19] . Besides, because of the sparsity of the SAR imaging scene, CS algorithms have been used for SAR imaging recently. In [20] , a threshold gradient pursuit (TGP) algorithm was proposed for SAR 3D imaging, which uses the maximum-minimum ratio and changing rate of the scattering coefficients to replace the preset sparsity of the imaging scene. In [21] , the iterative adaptive approach (IAA) was used for SAR imaging. In [22] , the smoothed L 0 norm (SL0) algorithm was used for high-resolution Inverse SAR (ISAR) imaging by combining the cycle shift method and exploiting sparse apertures. In [23] , an ISAR imaging algorithm based on sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) algorithm was proposed to achieve a sparser solution and select the parameters automatically. In [24] , the sequential order one negative exponential (SOONE) function was used to measure the signal's sparsity. Meanwhile, a 2D gradient projection (GP)-SOONE algorithm was proposed for super-resolution ISAR imaging.
CS algorithms are used for LASAR 3D imaging because of the sparsity of the 3D imaging scene. In [25] , a combination of polar formatting and L 1 regularization algorithm was proposed for downward-looking LASAR 3D sparse imaging. In [26] , the BCS algorithm was used for reducing sidelobes in LASAR 3D imaging. In [27] , a 3D CS algorithm was proposed to solve the couple effects between different directions in LASAR imaging by reconstructing the 2D sparse signals on overcomplete dictionaries with separable atoms directly. Besides, the sparsity bayesian recovery via iterative minimum (SBRIM) algorithm was proposed in [28] by setting the scattering coefficients of the imaging scene obey the exponential prior distribution, which achieves high-resolution imaging without the preset sparsity, and improves the imaging quality by reducing the preset parameters compared with BCS algorithm. However, the high-dimensional matrix-operations make the computational complexity of SBRIM algorithm very huge and limit its application.
CS algorithms obtain imaging results with higher quality at the expense of increased computational complexity compared with the MF [8] algorithm. Meanwhile, scholars have proposed several methods to reduce the reconstruction time of CS algorithms recently. To cut down the computational burden, article [29] introduced the SL0 algorithm into SAR sparse imaging. In [30] , the whole scene was divided into several sub-scenes by the range profiles; and then the whole image was obtained by combining the reconstructed sub-scenes according to the range profile subpatches. In [31] , the equidistant slice split (ESS) algorithm was used to split the 3D imaging scene into several 2D equidistant slices along the range direction, and the 3D imaging results were obtained by combining the 2D image of every equidistant slice. Zhao et al. [32] used the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) algorithm to decrease the computational complexity of LASAR 3D imaging. Meanwhile, according to the Fourier property of the measurement matrix and the Toeplitz structure of the covariance matrix, Zhang et al. [33] proposed a fast IAA algorithm for scanning radar imaging. However, those algorithms except the fast IAA algorithm still conduct imaging of the whole imaging scene and cannot improve the computational efficiency of CS algorithms efficiently. Meanwhile, the measurement matrix in SAR imaging is not the Fourier matrix, the fast IAA algorithm is not suitable for high-quality imaging.
To improve the computational efficiency of CS algorithms, a fast sparse recovery algorithm via resolution approximation (FSRARA) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the whole imaging scene is divided into 3D scattering units by a uniform spacing larger than the traditional imaging resolution of LASAR 3D imaging, and the SBRIM algorithm is used to obtain the 3D low-resolution imaging results of the whole imaging scene quickly. Secondly, we use the fuzzy c-means (FCM) [34] clustering algorithm to perform image segmentation on the preliminary imaging results to extract the possible targets' areas in the imaging scene coarsely. Then, we re-divide the imaging scene by smaller spacing and re-extract the possible targets' areas according to the coarsely possible targets' areas. Finally, we use the possible targets' areas to construct the measurement matrix and perform high-resolution imaging. Besides, the main contributions of FSRARA are shown as follows:
• Improve the computational efficiency significantly: FSRARA has converted the high-dimensional matrixoperations on the 3D imaging scene to the low-dimensional matrix-operations on the possible targets' areas. Meanwhile, VOLUME 7, 2019 because of the 3D imaging scene's sparsity, the possible targets' areas are far less than the whole imaging scene. Therefore, FSRARA has improved the computational efficiency significantly compared with SBRIM algorithm.
• Improve the imaging quality: the influence of false targets or sidelobe interference are suppressed more effectively by constructing the measurement matrix by the possible targets' areas. Therefore, FSRARA has improved the imaging quality compared with SBRIM algorithm.
The remaining sections are arranged as follows: the 3D sparse imaging model of LASAR is introduced in section II; the FSRARA is proposed in section III; the performance of FSRARA is analyzed by simulation and experimental results in section IV; Section V proposes the main conclusions of the whole paper.
II. 3D SPARSE IMAGING MODEL OF LASAR A. LINEAR REPRESENTATION MODEL OF LASAR
Assume LASAR works in the downward-looking mode and the geometric model of LASAR is shown in Fig.1 , where axis x, axis y, and axis z represents the cross-track(CT), alongtrack(AT) and range direction respectively. P A = {Q l = (x l , y l , z l ); l ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N A ]} is the location set of antenna phase centers(APCs) in the 2D equivalent array synthesized by the moving of linear antenna array (LAA), N A represents the total number of APCs in the 2D equivalent array. [35] , and the echo signal of P m after range compression is formulated as:
where r represents the range domain, and k represents the wavenumber of LASAR, R l,m = Q l − P m 2 is the distance between P m and Q l , and χ R (.) represents the ambiguity function of range compression. Echo signals of the whole imaging scene are defined as:
where s r (r, l) is written as s r (r, l) = {s r (r n , l) = ψ(r n , l) T α, n = 1, . . . , N R }, N R represents the number of sampling points in range domain, and ψ(r n , l) = Vec[χ R (r n −R l,m )exp(−j2kR l,m )] represents the vector of delay phase between P m and Q l . Then the linear representation model of LASAR is defined as:
where s n = Vec[s r (r n , l)] ∈ C N A ×1 represents the echo signal of the nth equidistant plane after range compression, and = Vec[ψ(r n , l)] T ∈ C N A ×M represents the measurement matrix of s n , n is the signal noise in s n . Therefore, the 2D imaging has been translated into getting the optimal value of α through solving (3) by CS algorithms such as OMP, BCS and SBRIM algorithm. SBRIM algorithm is used for imaging in this paper because of its higher imaging quality and stronger ability in suppressing the signal noise than OMP and BCS algorithm. Besides, the basic principle of SBRIM algorithm is introduced in the next subsection.
B. SBRIM ALGORITHM
Set the signal noise n to obey the complex Gaussian random distribution [36] : f (n) ∝ CN (0, βI), where β is the variance of n. Then the posterior probability of s n obeys f (s n |α, β) ∝ CN ( α, βI) according to the linear representation model, where α and s n represent the scattering coefficients and the echo signal after range compression of nth equidistant plane respectively. Therefore the posterior probability density function (PDF) of s n is defined as:
(4)
The scattering units in the SAR image are independently and identically distributed, and their distribution is generally considered as the exponential distribution. Therefore
Because β belongs to [0, ∞), the prior PDF of β is defined as f (β) ∝ 1. According to the Bayesian Information Criterion [37] , the posterior PDF of α is expressed as: Calculating the conditional likelihood function of f (α|s n , β), and then we can get:
does not influence the optimal estimation of α and β by the Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion [38] ; the conditional likelihood function of f (α|s n , β) is defined as:
The l p norm of α in (7) can be smoothly approximated by [39] . Moreover, the cost function for the optimal estimation of α and β is defined as:
where η is the smooth factor, and the optimal estimation value of α and β are obtained by solving (9) according to the ML criterion.
(α,β) = arg lim
Therefore, we can obtain the 2D imaging results of all equidistant planes through solving (9) , and the 3D imaging results by combining every equidistant planar 2D imaging results. Then we summarize the flow diagram of SBRIM algorithm and LASAR 3D imaging as Fig.2 .
C. PROBLEMS OF SBRIM ALGORITHM
The computational complexity of SBRIM algorithm in 3D imaging is quantitatively analyzed in this subsection. Define one multiplication and addition as the unit computational complexity: ϑ(1), and the computational complexity of per-
The computational complexity of 2D imaging using SBRIM algorithm for the nth equidistant plane is analyzed firstly. According to the flow diagram of SBRIM algorithm shown in Fig.2 (a) , the computational complexity of SBRIM algorithm is mainly generated by the multiplication among the vector of scattering coefficients, measurement matrix and echo signal s n . For example, when the 2D imaging scene of the nth equidistant plane is divided into M 0 ×M 0 scattering units, and the measurement matrix of s n is ∈ C N A ×M . And the computational complexity of SBRIM algorithm on 2D imaging is ϑ(I S N A M 2 ), where M = M 2 0 , N A represents the total number of APCs in the 2D equivalent array, and I S represents the number of iterations of SBRIM algorithm. Therefore, the total computational complexity of SBRIM algorithm on LASAR 3D imaging is ϑ(N R I S N A M 2 ) according to Fig.2 (b) , where N R represents the number of sampling points in the range direction. Meanwhile, the computational complexity of 3D imaging by MF and OMP algorithm is represented by ϑ(N R N A M ) and ϑ(KN R N A M ) [40] under the same imaging conditions respectively, where K is the preset sparsity of imaging scene in the OMP algorithm. Therefore, the computational complexity of SBRIM algorithm far exceeds MF and OMP algorithm and we need to study a new sparse imaging algorithm to improve computational efficiency without reducing the imaging quality compared with SBRIM algorithm.
III. FAST SPARSE RECOVERY ALGORITHM BASED ON RESOLUTION APPROXIMATION
To improve the computational efficiency of LASAR 3D imaging, we present a fast sparse recovery algorithm via resolution approximation (FSRARA) in this section, FSRARA mainly consists of the following three steps. Firstly, FSRARA obtains the low-resolution imaging results of the whole imaging scene by SBRIM [28] algorithm quickly. Secondly the low-resolution imaging results are conducted image segmentation by FCM [34] algorithm to extract the possible targets' areas in the whole imaging scene. Finally, we use the possible targets' areas to perform the 3D high-resolution imaging. Moreover, the detailed steps of LASAR 3D imaging by FSRARA are introduced in the following subsections.
A. LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGING
The whole imaging scene is divided into 3D discrete scattering units by a uniform spacing, and the spacing is larger than the traditional array imaging resolution of LASAR. Besides, the spacing is practically set as twice of the traditional array resolution after taking the computational efficiency and imaging quality into overall consideration. Then the 3D low-resolution imaging results α 0 ∈ C M 1 ×M 1 ×N R of the whole imaging scene are obtained by SBRIM [28] algorithm after I s 1 iterations, where N R represents the total number of sampling points in the range direction.
B. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
After obtaining the low-resolution imaging results α 0 , α 0 is classified into several subclasses through performing image segmentation by the FCM algorithm to obtain the possible targets' areas. To extract the possible targets' areas as completely as possible, the extracting threshold is generated by the subclass imaging results corresponding to the clustering centers with the smallest two amplitudes, and the possible targets' areas are extracted coarsely by the extraction threshold and α 0 . Then, the imaging scene is re-divided into 3D scattering units by a new uniform spacing smaller than the array imaging resolution. Meanwhile, the possible targets' areas are extracted again according to the preliminary possible targets' areas. In addition, the main steps of extracting the possible targets' areas are introduced as follows:
Step A.1: The nth equidistant planar imaging results in the low-resolution imaging results α 0 are extracted and recorded
Step A.2: The normalized α n is obtained and recorded as α n =ᾱ n (i, j) by (10):
Step A.3: The matrixα n is obtained by conducting the means filtering operation [41] onᾱ n ;
Step A.4: The Gray scale value ofα n is generated and 2 represents the total number of scattering units in the nth equidistant plane.
Step A.5: Initialize the main parameters of image segmentation: the maximum iterations are T = 100, the threshold of terminating iterations is ε = 10 −5 , the fuzzy exponent is m = 2, and the number of subclass is c = 3, the membership function matrix is initialized by
kn w is a random number between 0 and 1 and satisfies c k=1 u (0) kn w = 1. The initial value of cluster centers are obtained and recorded as
Step A.6: Update the membership degree function matrix
kn w represents the extent of g n w belonging to the subclass imaging results corresponding to v
k represents the value of clustering centers after t iterations, t is the current iteration number.
Step A.7: Update the cluster center v
Step A.8:
> ε or t < T ; otherwise terminate iteration, and the optimal membership function matrix and clustering centers are obtained and recorded as U (t) → U and V (t) → V respectively; Step A.9: g n w is divided into the subclass imaging results corresponding to the clustering center with the maximum membership degree function of g n w . The classification results of h n are sorted in the ascending order according to the amplitude of v k and recorded as h n = [h n 1 , h n 2 , h n 3 ], where h n 1 and h n 3 represent the two subclasses imaging results of nth equidistant plane corresponding to the clustering center with the minimum and maximum amplitude respectively. The extraction threshold for nth equidistant planar imaging results is generated by (14) to extract the possible targets' areas as completely as possible.
The classification results of the low-resolution imaging results α 0 are obtained after traversing all equidistant planar imaging results through Step A.1 to A.9 proposed in this subsection. Besides, the extraction thresholds for α 0 are generated and recorded as ρ 0 = {ρ n 0 ; n = 1, . . . , N R } according to the classification results of α 0 and (14) . The low-resolution imaging results of possible targets' areas are obtained and recorded as α s ∈ C M 1 ×M 1 ×N R through (15) .
After obtaining the low-resolution imaging results of possible targets' areas α s , the 2D imaging scene interval of every equidistant plane is re-divided into M 0 × M 0 scattering units by a new uniform spacing, and the spacing is smaller than the array imaging resolution of LASAR, where M 0 > M 1 . Then the imaging results of possible targets' areas in the re-divided imaging scene α f ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 ×N R are obtained by performing the linear interpolation operation [42] on α s . Because the linear interpolation operation on α s leads to the increasing false targets, the possible targets' areas in the re-divided imaging scene are re-extracted through the same method as extracting the possible targets' areas in the low-resolution imaging results. In addition, the classification results of α f are acquired and recorded as
represents the classification results of the nth equidistant planar imaging results in α f . The extraction thresholds for α f are generated and recorded as ρ f = {ρ n f ; n = 1, . . . , N R } according to h f and (14) . Moreover, the possible targets' areas in the re-divided imaging scene are extracted and recorded as G = {G(x r , y r , n); n = 1, . . . , N R } by (16) .
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M 0 and 1 ≤ r ≤ N M n , G(x r , y r , n) represents the possible targets' areas in the nth equidistant plane, and N M n is the number of scattering units in G(x r , y r , n).
According to the steps of performing image segmentation, the image segmentation operation on the imaging results does not affect the distribution of the echo signal. However, targets with amplitudes lower than the extraction threshold are lost after extracting the possible targets' areas. Because those targets are also submerged in the background when conducting imaging by CS algorithms such as OMP or SBRIM algorithm directly, the loss of those targets does not affect the image quality of high-resolution imaging. Meanwhile, the false targets and sidelobe interference are suppressed more effectively through extracting the possible targets' areas, and the possible targets' areas are considered as the prior information for high-resolution imaging.
C. HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGING
After obtaining the possible targets' areas G in III.B, we use the possible targets' areas rather than the whole imaging scene to construct the measurement matrix and perform high-resolution imaging. Hence, the cost function for getting the optimal estimation of α and β has been translated into (17) according to G(x r , y r , n) and (7), where G(x r , y r , n) represents the possible targets' areas in the 2D imaging scene of nth equidistant plane, α represents the scattering coefficients of the nth equidistant plane, β represents the variance of the signal noise. Meanwhile, the main process of conducting high-resolution imaging according to the possible targets' areas is introduced in the following content.
where 1 ≤ r ≤ N M n , N M n represents the number of scattering units in G(x r , y r , n), (x r , y r , n) represents the location information of α(x r , y r , n), s n represents the nth equidistant planar echo signal after range compression, (:, w r ) = (1, w r ), . . . , (N A , w r ); w r = (y r − 1)M 0 + x r is the vector of delay phase for α(x r , y r , n), and N A represents the total number of APC in the 2D equivalent array. Therefore, the high-resolution imaging according to the possible targets' areas has been translated into getting the optimal solution of α and β of the arguments in the function (18), and we use the ML criterion to acquire the optimal value of α and β in the following two steps.
Step B.1: Estimate the scattering coefficients vectorα (t) n by noise varianceβ (t−1) : Calculate the partial derivative of J (α (t−1) (x r , y r , n), β (t−1) ) forα (t−1) (x r , y r , n) after t − 1 iterations, then the partial derivative ofα (t−1) (x r , y r , n) can be formulated as:
where (x r , y r , n) ∈ G(x r , y r , n), w r = (y r − 1)M 0 + x r , and λ (t) s = λβ (t−1) , (α (t−1) (x r , y r , n)) ∈ C M z ×M z is the diagonal matrix ofα (t−1) (x r , y r , n) and is defined as:
Suppose ∂J (α (t−1) (x r , y r , n),β (t−1) ) ∂α (t−1) (x r , y r , n) = 0, then the estimation value ofα (t−1) (x r , y r , n) satisfies (21) .
( (:, w r ) H (:, w r ) + λ (t) s (α (t−1) (x r , y r , n))) ×α (t−1) (x r , y r , n) = (:, w r ) H s n (21) It is difficult to directly determine an accurate solution of (21) because of the nonlinear function (α (t−1) (x r , y r , n)) ofα (t−1) (x r , y r , n), and efficiently estimated through (22) by the iterative approximation method [43] . (22) Therefore, the estimation value of nth equidistant planar scattering coefficients can be obtained after several iterations and recorded asα (t) n ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 through (22) and (23).
n (x r , y r ) = 0
Step B.2: Estimate the noise varianceβ (t) byα (t) (x r , y r , n):
Calculate the partial derivative of J (α (t) (x r , y r , n),β (t−1) ) forβ (t−1) , and the partial derivative can be expressed as:
Suppose ∂J (α (t) (x r , y r , n),β (t−1) ) ∂β (t−1) = 0, then we can obtain the estimation value ofβ (t−1) by (25) .
where s n represents the nth equidistant planar echo signal after range compression, (:, w r ) is the phase-delay vector forα (t) (x r , y r , n).
< ε 0 or t > I S 2 , then the 2D high-resolution imaging results of the nth equidistant plane are obtained:α (t) n →α n , where ε 0 represents the iteration termination threshold, I S 2 represents the number of iterations in the high-resolution imaging step. Moreover, the 2D high-resolution imaging results of all equidistant planes are obtained after traversing all equidistant planes by Step B.1 to B.2, and the 3D high-resolution imaging results are obtained and recorded asα = {α n ; n = 1, . . . , N R } ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 ×N R by combining those 2D imaging results.
In the high-resolution imaging step, we use the possible targets' areas instead of the whole imaging scene to construct the measurement matrix and estimate the scattering coefficients of the imaging scene. Therefore, FSRARA has simplified the high-dimensional matrix-operations on the whole imaging scene with low-dimensional matrix-operations according to the possible targets' areas successfully. Besides, the size of possible targets' areas influences the computational efficiency of the high-resolution imaging step greatly. Because of the sparsity of 3D imaging scene, the percentage of possible targets' areas in the whole imaging scene is very small and FSRARA has improved the computational efficiency efficiently compared with SBRIM algorithm. Meanwhile, through extracting the possible targets' areas and constructing the measurement matrix by the possible targets' areas, the false targets and sidelobe interference have been suppressed more effectively and the measurement matrix indicates the characteristics of targets in the imaging scene better. FSRARA has improved the imaging quality compared with SBRIM algorithm.
D. BASIC STEPS OF LASAR 3D IMAGING BY FSRARA
According to the main steps of the low-resolution imaging, image segmentation and high-resolution imaging, we can summarize the main steps of LASAR 3D imaging by FSRARA in the following contents, meanwhile, the flow chart of FSRARA is shown in Fig. 3 .
Step 1: The original echo signals of LASAR are conducted range compression, and echo signals after range compression are recorded as S = {s n ; n = 1, . . . , N R };
Step 2: Divide the 2D imaging scene interval of every equidistant plane by a uniform spacing into M 1 × M 1 scattering units, the spacing is practically twice of the array imaging resolution of LASAR, and the 3D low-resolution imaging results of the whole imaging scene are obtained and recorded as α 0 ∈ C M 1 ×M 1 ×N R by SBRIM [28] algorithm after I s 1 iterations;
Step 3: α 0 is classified into several subclasses after performing image segmentation by FCM algorithm, and the extraction thresholds of α 0 are generated and recorded as ρ 0 = {ρ n 0 ; n = 1, . . . , N R } by the subclass imaging results corresponding to the clustering centers with the smallest two amplitude. Moreover, the low-resolution imaging results of possible targets' areas are extracted and recorded as α s ∈ C M 1 ×M 1 ×N R according to the extraction thresholds ρ 0 and the low-resolution imaging results α 0 ;
Step 4: Redivide the 2D imaging scene interval of the nth equidistant plane into M 0 × M 0 scattering units by a uniform spacing smaller than the array imaging resolution of LASAR.
Step 5: The imaging results of possible targets' areas in the re-divided imaging scene are obtained by performing the linear interpolation operation on α s and recorded as α f ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 ×N R , meanwhile, the possible targets' areas are re-extracted and recorded as G = {G(x r , y r , n); n = 1, . . . , N R } ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 ×N R by the same method as Step 3;
Step 6: The 2D high-resolution imaging results of the nth equidistant plane are obtained by performing Step B.1 to B.2 proposed in subsection III.C after I s 2 iterations according to G(x r , y r , n), and recorded asα n ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 ;
Step 7: After traversing the imaging scene of every equidistant plane by Step 4 to Step 6 proposed in this subsection, the 3D imaging results of the whole imaging scene are obtained and recorded asα = {α n , n = 1, . . . , N R } ∈ C M 0 ×M 0 ×N R by combining the 2D imaging results of all equidistant planes.
E. THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF FSRARA
According to subsection III.C, the computational complexity of LASAR 3D imaging by FSRARA is mainly generated by two parts: the 3D low-resolution imaging of the whole imaging scene, and the 3D high-resolution imaging according to the possible targets' areas.
The computational complexity of 3D low-resolution imaging is ϑ(N R I S 1 N A M 4 1 ) according to the analysis of the computational complexity in subsection II.C; meanwhile, the computational complexity of 3D high-resolution imaging is
, which is mainly generated by Step 6 and 7 proposed in subsection III.D. Hence, the total computational complexity of FSRARA on LASAR 3D imaging is ϑ(N R I S 1 N A M 4 1 
, where I S = I S 1 + I S 2 represents the total iterations of FSRARA on LASAR 3D imaging, I S 1 and I S 2 represent the number of iterations in the low-resolution imaging step and high-resolution imaging step respectively, M 1 and M 0 represent the number of scattering units in the low-resolution imaging step and high-resolution imaging step respectively, N A represents the total number of APCs in the 2D equivalent array, N M n is the number of scattering units in the possible targets' areas of the nth equidistant planar imaging scene, and N R represents the amount of sampling points in the range direction. Meanwhile, the computational complexity of SBRIM and FSRARA on LASAR 3D imaging is shown in Table. 1. As seen in Table. 1, M 0 and N M n determines the computational complexity of the SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm on LASAR 3D imaging respectively. However, because of the sparsity of the 3D imaging scene, the percentage of the possible targets' areas in the whole imaging scene is very small. Therefore, FSRARA has reduced the computational complexity significantly compared with SBRIM algorithm.
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Both simulation and experimental results are used to certify the effectiveness of FSRARA for LASAR 3D imaging in this section. Meanwhile, the SBRIM algorithm is the main comparison algorithm in this paper because of its high imaging quality. Besides, MF, OMP, IAA, SL0 and BCS algorithms are also used as the comparison algorithm to evaluate the performance of FSRARA better. In order to evaluate the performance of those algorithms in LASAR 3D imaging quantitatively, the running time speed-up (RTS), the normalized mean square error (NMSE), targets background contrast (TBR) [44] , and image entropy (ENT) [45] are used in this section. The RTS is used to compare the computational efficiency of different algorithms. Meanwhile, NMSE, TBR, and ENT are used to evaluate the imaging quality.
RTS is defined by RTS = T CS /T RA , where T CS represents the running time of LASAR imaging by one algorithm, and T RA represents the running time of the other algorithm. The RTS illustrates the comparison of computational efficiency between two algorithms.
NMSE is defined by NMSE
where α is the original scattering coefficients of the imaging scene, andα is the estimation value of α. The smaller NMSE illustrates that the estimation results are more approximate to the original scattering coefficients. ENT is defined by ENT = g(i)
represents the percentage of the pixel with the Gray value i, VOLUME 7, 2019 and g represents the total number of Gray values in imaging results. ENT is used to characterize the texture of the image; the image is sharper with smaller ENT.
TBR is defined by TBR
, where T and B are obtained by (26) and represent the index set of targets and background in the imaging results respectively, N T and N B represents the number of elements in T and B respectively. The bigger TBR proves that targets are easier to be identified from the imaging results.
imaging results, M 0 represents the number of scattering units, N R represents the number of sampling points in the range direction, and γ represents the judgment threshold between the targets and background inα.
A. SIMULATION RESULTS B. SIMULATIONS OF POINT-TARGETS
In this subsection, the point-targets simulations for one 2D equidistant plane are conducted to verify the effectiveness of FSRARA for high-resolution imaging. The main parameters and the original scene of the point-targets simulation are shown in Table. 2 and Fig.5 (a) respectively, and the 2D imaging scene is divided into 101×101 scattering units along the CT and AT direction. Moreover, imaging results of MF, OMP, IAA, SL0, BCS, SBRIM, and FSRARA algorithms are shown in Fig.4 . As seen in Fig.4 , MF algorithm suffers from severe sidelobe interference and low imaging resolution. Meanwhile, all CS algorithms used in this paper have a stronger ability to eliminate sidelobe interference and obtain higher imaging resolution compared with MF algorithm. To evaluate the performance of FSRARA better and more detailed, we conduct point-targets simulations under different imaging conditions such as the sampling rate, signal to noise ratio (SNR) [46] and amount of scattering units. As seen in Fig.5 , the NMSE and ENT of all algorithms increase with the decreasing sampling rate because of the increasing sparsity of echo signal; while, TBR decreases with the decreasing sampling rate. As seen in Fig.5 (a)∼(c) , the NMSE of the IAA algorithm under different sampling rates is greater than 0.4 and larger than that of other algorithms. Meanwhile, the NMSE of OMP and SL0 algorithm is larger than 0.3 when the sampling rate is smaller than 30%. Therefore, OMP algorithm cannot achieve high-resolution imaging under sampling rate lower than 30% because of the limited preset sparsity of the imaging scene. Meanwhile, SL0 algorithm cannot estimate the scattering coefficients accurately under sampling rate smaller than 30% because of the fixed iterative step length of the Steepest descent method in SL0 algorithm. Moreover, the NMSE of BCS algorithm is second only to the IAA algorithm and larger than 0.3 when the sampling rate is less than 50%. Because several parameters such as the noise variance or iterative termination threshold are needed to be preset when the BCS algorithm is used for imaging and the preset parameters cannot satisfy the requirement of the high-resolution imaging under all sampling rates entirely, which makes BCS algorithm fail to obtain high-quality imaging results under the sampling rate lower than 50%.
Compared with the BCS algorithm, SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm obtain imaging results with higher imaging quality by assuming the imaging scene obey the exponential distribution and reducing the preset parameters. They suppress the influence of echo signal's increasing sparsity better and obtain imaging results with smaller NMSE compared with OMP and SL0 algorithm under sampling rate smaller than 60%. However, in the high-resolution imaging step, the measurement matrix is constructed by the possible targets' areas and represents the targets' characteristics in the imaging scene better. In conclusion, through conducting high-resolution imaging by the possible targets' areas, FSRARA obtains imaging results with higher TBR, smaller NMSE, and ENT compared with SBRIM algorithm. Besides, the execution time of FSRARA is smaller than SBRIM, BCS, IAA and SL0 algorithm, albeit larger than MF and OMP algorithm. The computational efficiency of SBRIM algorithm has been improved about 300 times by FSRARA, which encounters our goal of proposing a new sparse 3D LASAR imaging method. And the improvement of computational efficiency increases with the increasing sparsity influenced by the decreasing sampling rate. Therefore, FSRARA obtains imaging results with higher imaging quality and greater computational efficiency compared with SBRIM algorithm, and has better performance under higher sparsity.
To evaluate the performance of FSRARA under different imaging resolution, point-targets simulations under different amount of scattering units are conducted secondly. The numbers of scattering units change from 31 × 31 to 101 × 101 along CT and AT direction, and the evaluation results under different amount of scattering units with sampling rate 50% are shown in Fig.6 . As seen in Fig.6 (a)∼(c), NMSE of those algorithms above increase because of the increasing imaging resolution as the growth of scattering units. The covariance matrix in the IAA algorithm reaches its singular value more quickly as the increasing imaging resolution, which limits the number of iterations in the IAA algorithm. Meanwhile, the highdimensional matrix-operations limit the number of iterations further, the limited iterations make the imaging results of the IAA algorithm suffer from false targets or sidelobe interference seriously. The NMSE of IAA algorithm is larger than 0.4 when the number of scattering units is larger than 81 × 81. Moreover, the difficulty of presetting the parameters of the BCS algorithm accurately increases as the increasing imaging resolution, which makes the influence of false targets or sidelobe interference increase gradually. Therefore, BCS algorithm has obtained imaging results with higher NMSE and ENT, and smaller TBR compared with SL0, SBRIM, and FSRARA algorithm. Meanwhile, the NMSE of the OMP algorithm increases as the increasing imaging resolution because of the limitation of preset sparsity. When the number of scattering units is larger than 71 × 71, OMP algorithm obtains imaging results with larger NMSE compared with SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm.
Because SBRIM algorithm has reduced the preset parameters successfully compared with BCS algorithm, SBRIM algorithm can achieve high-quality imaging even under high imaging resolution. Meanwhile, the measurement matrix of FSRARA indicates the targets' characteristics in the imaging scene better. FSRARA eliminates the sidelobe interference and false targets better and obtains imaging results with larger TBR, and smaller ENT and NMSE compared with SBRIM algorithm. As seen in Fig.6(d) , because of the decreasing percentage of possible targets' areas in the imaging scene as the increasing scattering units, the RTS between FSRARA and other algorithms increase gradually. Therefore, FSRARA has better performance in improving computational efficiency when the imaging resolution is higher. Meanwhile, the RTS between SBRIM and FSRARA is bigger than 50 when the number of scattering units is larger than 61 × 61. The execution time of FSRARA is larger than the OMP algorithm and smaller than another four algorithms.
To evaluate the ability of FSRARA in eliminating the influence of signal noise on high-quality imaging, point-targets simulations under different SNR [46] are conducted finally. Meanwhile, because SL0 algorithm cannot obtain high-quality imaging results under low SNR, SL0 algorithm is not used as the comparison algorithm in point-targets simulation under different SNR. The SNR of the echo signal belongs to 0 ∼ 40, and the evaluation results under different SNR with 81 × 81 scattering units and 100% sampling rate are shown in Fig.7 .
As seen in Fig.7 (a)∼(c), both NMSE and ENT decrease as the growth of SNR because of the decreasing false targets and sidelobe interference; however, TBR increases with the growth of SNR. The NMSE of the IAA algorithm is the largest and greater than 0.5 when the SNR is smaller than 20 dB because of the limited iterations caused by the huge computational complexity. Moreover, NMSE of the OMP algorithm increases as the decreasing SNR because of the limited preset sparsity of the imaging scene and is larger than SBRIM and FSRARA, and bigger than 0.3 under SNR smaller than 10. Because the scattering coefficients of the imaging scene do not obey the Gaussian distribution and the preset parameters cannot satisfy the requirement of high-resolution imaging under low SNR, the imaging results of the BCS algorithm suffers from false targets and sidelobe interference seriously under low SNR.
Different from BCS algorithm, both SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm assume the imaging scene obey the exponential prior distribution and only preset λ 0 and p to achieve high-resolution imaging. They have a stronger ability to suppress the signal noise under low SNR compared with OMP, IAA, and BCS algorithm. Meanwhile, through extracting the possible targets' areas and performing high-resolution imaging by the possible targets' areas, FSRARA has eliminated the false targets or sidelobe interference better and obtained imaging results with smaller NMSE, ENT, and bigger TBR compared with SBRIM algorithm. As seen in Fig.7(d) , the decreasing false targets and sidelobe interference with the growing of SNR reduces the size of the possible targets' areas and the computational complexity of FSRARA. However, the computational efficiency of the SBRIM, BCS, and IAA algorithms is not affected by the SNR, which makes the RTS between SBRIM, BCS, and IAA and FSRARA algorithms increase as the increasing SNR. And the execution time of FSRARA is between MF and OMP algorithm, and RTS between SBRIM and FSRARA is bigger than 50.
According to the simulations in this subsection, the covariance matrix and the high-dimensional matrix-operations have limited the number of iterations of IAA algorithm, the limited iterations make the imaging results of IAA algorithm are affected by the sidelobe interference or false targets seriously. Meanwhile, SL0 algorithm cannot obtain high-quality imaging results under low SNR, and this disadvantage has constrained the application of SL0 algorithm. Moreover, because of the preset sparsity of the imaging scene, OMP algorithm cannot suppress the influence of false targets or sidelobe interference effectively as the increasing imaging resolution or sparsity or decreasing SNR. Meanwhile, the preset parameters in the BCS algorithm cannot satisfy the requirement of high-quality imaging entirely, which makes the imaging results of BCS algorithm suffer from sidelobe interference or false targets.
Both SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm have eliminated the sidelobe interference or false targets better and obtained imaging results with higher quality compared with BCS algorithm by reducing the preset parameters. However, the measurement matrix indicates the characteristics of targets in the imaging scene better, and FSRARA has eliminated the influence of signal noise better than SBRIM algorithm. Meanwhile, FSRARA has reduced the dimensions of the measurement matrix and simplified the high-dimensional matrix-operations into the calculation of corresponding elements in the possible targets' areas successfully. Therefore, FSRARA improves the computational efficiency significantly and obtains imaging results with higher quality compared with SBRIM algorithm. The computational efficiency of FSRARA is mostly lower than the OMP and MF algorithm and higher than BCS, IAA, SL0, and SBRIM algorithm. Moreover, FSRARA has better performance in improving computational efficiency when the sparsity of the imaging scene is stronger, or the imaging resolution is higher.
C. SIMULATIONS OF COMPLEX TARGETS
The simulations of complex targets are conducted to analyze the performance of FSRARA for LASAR 3D imaging further in this subsection. The main parameters of complex targets simulation are shown in Table. 3, meanwhile, the original imaging scene and the 3D imaging results of complex targets are shown in Fig.8 . As seen in Fig.8 , OMP, BCS, SBRIM, and FSRARA algorithm achieve 3D high-quality imaging for complex targets and have a stronger ability in suppressing sidelobe interference than MF algorithm. Meanwhile, the imaging results of SL0 algorithm suffer from the sidelobe interference seriously because of the signal noise in the echo signal. Moreover, the high-dimensional matrix-operations make the computational efficiency of 3D imaging by IAA algorithm unacceptable. For example, the running time of 3D imaging by IAA algorithm is about 102 hours when the 2D imaging scene of every equidistant plane is divided into 41 × 41 scattering units, and the iterations of IAA algorithm are 3 times, and the computer's primary hardware devices are listed as follows: Core I7 8700K, 64GB RAM, and the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti. Therefore, both IAA and SL0 algorithms are not used as the comparison algorithms in this subsection. Meanwhile, because the original scattering coefficients of 3D imaging scene are hardly calculated, TBR, ENT and RTS are used to evaluate the performance of algorithms above in this subsection. Fig.9 shows the evaluation results under different amount of scattering units with the sampling rate 100% and SNR 20 dB. The 2D imaging scene is divided into 51 × 51 to 101 × 101 scattering units. As seen in Fig. 8 , BCS, SBRIM, and FSRARA algorithm can achieve 3D high-quality imaging without the preset sparsity comparing to the OMP algorithm. However, because the preset parameters in BCS algorithm cannot meet the requirement of 3D high-quality imaging totally, BCS algorithm has lost some targets' information and cannot obtain 3D high-quality imaging results. Meanwhile, both SBRIM and FSRARA has obtained imaging results with higher quality by reducing the preset parameters compared with BCS algorithm. And as seen in Fig.9 , the computational complexity of BCS algorithm is higher than SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm. Meanwhile, FSRARA has obtained imaging results with bigger TBR and smaller ENT compared with OMP and SBRIM algorithm, and the RTS between SBRIM and FSRARA increases as the growth of scattering units and is bigger than 50 when the amount of scattering units is larger than 61 × 61. Meanwhile, the execution time of FSRARA is between MF and OMP algorithm. Therefore, FSRARA improves the computational efficiency of SBRIM algorithm significantly; and improves the imaging quality for LASAR 3D imaging compared with SBRIM algorithm by conducting 3D high-resolution imaging by the possible targets' areas.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of FSRARA for the experimental data, the experimental data obtained by the X-band ground equivalent LASAR (X-GDLASAR) experimental system is used for 3D imaging in this subsection.
The X-GDLASAR system obtains a high range resolution through transmitting the stepped frequency signal with wide bandwidth by vector network analyzer. Meanwhile, the main parameters of X-GDLASAR system are shown as follows: the center frequency of the X-GDLASAR system is 10 GHz, the signal bandwidth is 2 GHz, the size of the 2D equivalent array is 1.5 × 1.3 m. The geometric model of two balls experiment is shown in Fig.10 (b) , there are two copper balls in the imaging scene, and the distance between ball one and the X-GDLASAR system is 5 m. Firstly, the possible targets' echo signals are extracted to avoid useless computation and decrease the influence of false targets according to the locations of two balls. Meanwhile, MF, OMP, SL0, IAA, BCS, and SBRIM algorithm are used for high-quality imaging and considered as the comparison algorithms to evaluate the performance of FSRARA in 3D imaging of the experimental data better, and the imaging results of those algorithms are shown in Fig.11 . As seen in Fig.11 , MF algorithm has obtained imaging results with severe sidelobe interference, and SL0 algorithm cannot obtain high-quality imaging results because of the inevitable signal noise in the echo signal of the experimental data, then SL0 algorithm is not used as the comparison algorithm to evaluate the performance of FSRARA in the 3D imaging of experimental data. Meanwhile, we have obtained imaging results of other 5 CS algorithms used in this paper under different amount of scattering units to evaluate the performance of FSRARA for the experimental data better, and the 2D imaging scene interval of every equidistant plane is divided into 31 × 31 to 101 × 101 scattering units. Fig.12 shows the evaluation results under different amount of scattering units with the sampling rate 100%.
As seen in Fig.11 , the imaging results of the OMP algorithm has lost some targets' information and suffered from sidelobe interference because of the limited preset sparsity of imaging scene. According to Fig.11 (c) and Fig.12 (b) , the high-dimensional matrix-operations and the huge echo signal makes the computational complexity of IAA algorithm very huge. For example, the running time of 3D imaging by IAA algorithm is more than 20 hours when the imaging scene of every 2D equidistant plane is divided into 61×61 scattering units. Besides, the iterations of the IAA algorithm are set to 3 times to avoid the covariance matrix reaching its singular value. Meanwhile, because of the inevitable signal noise in the echo signal and the limited iterations, the imaging results of IAA algorithm are influenced by the sidelobe interference and false targets terribly.
As seen in Fig.11 and 12 , because the preset parameters in BCS algorithm hardly meet the requirements of all equidistant plane high-quality imaging for the experimental data, the imaging results of the BCS algorithm are terribly affected by the sidelobe interference. Moreover, the execution time of 3D imaging by IAA and BCS algorithm is higher than SBRIM algorithm. Besides, both SBRIM and FSRARA algorithm have eliminated the sidelobe interference better than BCS algorithm by reducing the preset parameters, and they have obtained imaging results with higher imaging quality compared with IAA and BCS algorithm. FSRARA has obtained imaging results with higher TBR and smaller ENT compared with other four algorithms. Meanwhile, the execution time of FSRARA is between MF and OMP algorithm. RTS between SBRIM and FSRARA increases as the growth of scattering units and is bigger than 50 when the amount of scattering units is larger than 61 × 61. There exist false targets in the extracted echo signal's region after extracting the echo signal according to the targets' position, all CS algorithms used for LASAR 3D imaging are influenced by the false targets' interference, except the FSRARA. Through extracting the possible targets' areas in the imaging scene and conducting 3D imaging according to the possible targets' areas, FSRARA eliminates the false targets in the imaging scene better. To summarize, FSRARA can improve the imaging quality and computational efficiency for LASAR 3D imaging compared with SBRIM algorithm according to the experimental results in this subsection.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel algorithm named FSRARA is proposed to improve the computational efficiency of CS algorithms. FSRARA has replaced the high-dimensional matrix-operations on the whole imaging scene with the low-dimensional matrix-operations on the possible targets' areas, additionally, the size of the possible targets' areas is far smaller than the whole 3D imaging scene because of the sparsity of the 3D imaging scene. Both simulation and experimental results demonstrated that the computational efficiency of FSRARA has been improved by hundreds of times at most compared with SBRIM algorithm. The computational efficiency of FSRARA is lower than MF algorithm and higher than SL0, IAA, and BCS algorithms. Meanwhile, the computational efficiency of FSRARA is lower than the OMP algorithm except for the case of large preset sparsity in the OMP algorithm. Besides, the false targets and sidelobe interference has been suppressed effectively by just using the possible targets' areas to construct the measurement matrix, and the measurement matrix indicates the characteristics of targets in the imaging scene better. FSRARA obtained 3D imaging results with higher imaging quality compared with OMP, SL0, IAA, BCS, and SBRIM algorithm. Simulation and experimental results have confirmed our conclusions well.
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